897

Cold Foil
Transfer
Printer

The Kwik Lok® 897 Cold Foil Transfer printer is an air-operated
printer that uses steel type to print clear distinct codes on
every closure. Codes can consist of prices, dates, logos, lot
numbers, and a wide variety of other printed information that
may be required on your package. The printer operates at a
fixed speed, imprinting up to 120 closures per minute.

STANDARD FEATURES
•T
 he tape is a dry foil that provides
up to 72,000 impressions per roll
•H
 ardened steel type provides a consistent and
superior print quality throughout thousands of impressions
•A
 safety door prevents the machine from operating when
opened for type changeover. The door, when closed, ensures
that type holder is positioned properly for operation
•A
 ll of the controls are conveniently located
on one panel for easy operation

CLOSURES

J-NRP .030"
K-NRP .045"

JM-NRP .030"
KM-NRP .045"
KM57-NRP .057"

VW-NRP .030"

Z-NRP
Z72-NRP
Z57-NRP
Z90-NRP

Various plastic thicknesses (in red) handle a wide range of package types, weights and sizes.
Closures can be printed with price, date and/or code information.
Available colors vary with plastic thickness:
.030” – 7 colors
.045” – 3 colors
> .045” – white only
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.045"
.072"
.057"
.090"

897 Cold Foil Transfer Printer
MODELS
897 A
Compatible with the 872 Closing Head
Closures: J-NRP, K-NRP
Closure Labels: TF, CFJ, PF
897 B
Compatible with the 893 Closing Head
897 Model B utilizes a special anvil.
Closures: J-NRP, JM-NRP, VW-NRP
Closure Labels: PF, PFM, TF, TFM, CFJ
897 C
Compatible with the 865 Closing Head
Closures: J-NRP, K-NRP, JM-NRP, KM-NRP, KM57-NRP, Z-NRP, Z57-NRP, Z72-NRP, Z90-NRP
Closure-Labels: CJF, PF, PFM, P-200, PM-200, TF, TFZ, T-220, TM-220

PRINT VARIABLE DATA ON CLOSURES THAT ATTACH TO CLOSURE-LABELS
The 897 printer is suited for printing multi-line information consisting of a wide variety of printed
information that may be required on your package. It can print on the closure attached to the
label (Series TF, TFM, TFZ, CFJ, PF, and PFM) providing you with additional real estate to impart
product information, branding, couponing, cross-promotion, contests, etc.
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